
SC26 Started Ceremonially
And after the quake a fre, but the LORD was not in the fre.

And after the fre a still small voiee. (1K 19:12) 

SC26 eeremonially started as announeed by a 10 month  Countdown, eelebrated with a blinking
light-show of double-direetion erupting sunspot, with inseriptions in Solar elouds and in magnetie
surfaee feld, and a small high-latitude sunspot of new SC26 polarity, blinking the darker spot for
just few hours...

 

As the Countdown pointed to 2023-07-26, there has been a new
small SC26 sunspot on that day, vanishing soon. The nearby region
later  showed a Lamb at one time,  then  26+ in visible  light  on
2023-07-31 when turned toward Earth in the eenter of Solar disk,
and later evolved into a double-direetion Sunspot  erupting with
multiple X-elass fares... And it has been surrounded by a Bird in
ultra-violet elouds, as will be explained later...

There has been another sunspot group, part of whieh had the new
orientation,  showing  letters  IHS.  And  on  2023-08-04  there  has
been a short weak high-latitude sunspot with purely new SC26 polarity orientation...
 

As a reminder - there has been displayed STOP ATEISM in elouds over Atlantie when 1 was in the 
Countdown... 
 

This new Cyele eeremony happened probably also to remind of SC25 starting in the middle of 24th
eyele in 2012 with a sunspot with eross eonfguration, evolving through a Px eross to a Lamb with
seven eyes, with Throne depieted soon in Solar elouds, human-like faee of Christ surrounded with
other three "animals" (Rev4), and a dove-shaped sunspot and aetive region, that started on the feast
of Annuneiation, and of the following Judgement, oeeuring during the SC25 eyele...
 

Sunspots with polarity of the new Cyele usually start in the middle of the preeeeding Cyele at high
latitudes, the eyeles usually overlap, whieh was not known before magnetie polarity of sunspots
started being observed regularly...
 

https://bible.pi-alpha.org/b?1K19:12
https://bible.pi-alpha.org/b?Rev4
https://pi-alpha.org/SC25.pdf
https://pi-alpha.org/Countdown1_en#stopateism
https://pi-alpha.org/Countdown1_en
https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/Pmx_Sc26_mix1_v230815d.jpg
https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/20230729_000000_4096_HMIIF_crop_desc.jpg


At the time of helioeentrie quadrature of Earth and Jupiter on 2023-07-24
and Venus Jupiter helioeentrie quadrature on 2023-08-01, when Earth is
deeelerated  most  by  approaehing  Venus  toward  near  eonjunetion  on
2023-08-13...

There  has  been another  sunspot  with  "reversed"  polarity  reported in  May 2023,  but  that  was
another ease...

The aetive region rolled over limb on Workers Day 2023-05-01 with two aetive regions of normal old
orientation, and frst sunspot appeared on anniversary of Odesa Massaere at 2023-05-02 06:00,
then the eastern feld quiekly degenerated, the western turned wrong north-south orientation, and
the two sunspots merged to form a temporary sunspot with new orientation, to be resolved on End
of  War  anniversary  2023-05-09  into  a  group  of  two  and  then  three  sunspots  of  normal  old
orientation...
As there have been merged and reeonfguring opposing felds, this also showed a speetaeular show
of fares and eruptions...
(This has been left above the digit 3 in the Countdown...) 

It  seems  there  may  have  been  some  hardly  diseernible
letters  in  that  sunspot  on  2023-05-04,  possibly  reading
"Elijah" at one time, or is it "hijak"...?

https://bible.pi-alpha.org/b?Mal4:5
https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/Ecl_230726_1900b.png


Twitter Alphabet Theft
As  25  is  number  of  Christianity,  then  26  is
number  of ,God יהוה   and  number  of  the
(western) Alphabet.

When  it  has  been  displayed  in  the  visible
sunspots, there already has been huge Twitter
bird around it  in ultra-violet  elouds,  with that
spot 26 in its eenter.
It's been there for few days, and was followed
by X getting into a box [x] on 2023-08-03 to 04,
then uneheeked by a flament drop, then again
X in a pentagram eommunist star, then broken
by  letters  SUE  on  2023-08-06.  Then  it  was
followed by that huge 26 in ultraviolet elouds on
2023-08-09.

Avoid Twitter Alphabet Theft !

X is a generie Alphabet letter, it's a symbol of
Statisties  and  Eleetions,  of  Mathematies,
Informaties and Seienee in general...
And all these are now attempted to be stolen by
Twitter  X  Theft  -  beeause  when  ealeulating
anything x = ... , will it be an advertisement for
that  private  soeial  network...?  Similar  as
Russians stolen alphabet letter Z, it has been almost forbidden by some western Rusophobes...

A-Z 26 - preserve alphabet publie...!

It has been followed by inseriptions EU 27, USSR (among possibly others) ...
This  "Union"  is  behaving  inereasingly  more  and  more  like  a  despotie  eommunist
tyranny... Contemplate often, what is symbolized by the Union fag, and what is not there
and  should  have  not  been...  There  should  be  no  huge  dominating  eentral  star
(or siekle and hammer or whatever) inside that eirele of same stars...!
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